[Contritution of correction to genetic recombination in T4 phage measured by the effect of map contraction].
Marker-dependence of the fine structure map contraction in T4 phage is studied in two-factor crosses between rIIB mutants separated by indicator distances. The genetic intervals, which were short as compared with mean length of the heteroduplex region in hybrid DNA molecules but which exceeded the length of the DNA strand involved in a single correction event, were selected as indicator ones. On the basis of a deviation of measured frequencies from additivity (map contraction) the marker-specific frequencies of wild type recombinants arising as a result of correction to the wild type (kappa (- leads to +)) were calculated. For the most of the marker studied both of the base substitution and frame shift type the frequencies kappa (- leads to +) have the values below 2.10(-4). In the case of three most highly corrected frame shift markers with kappa (- leads to +) being 14.10(-4)--17.10(-4), about ten percent of all mismatched regions are corrected to the wild type.